MANUFACTURING COUNCILS

CONTINUE TO GROW STRATEGICALLY
Running a manufacturing business you face many complex issues every day. Your resources
are stretched, time is limited, competition is fierce, and new challenges persist. During all of this, how
do you efficiently and strategically grow your business? As an owner, or operator of a manufacturing
business, it is important to invest the time to regularly step outside of your company to reflect and
gain perspective.
The Advanced Manufacturing Growth Centre (AMGC) has established a dedicated Manufacturing Council initiative to bring together
like‑minded leaders. To provide you with an opportunity to step back and rise above the day-to-day to discuss strategic issues with other
successful industry leaders and start to focus on what’s most critical in the business.
AMGC’s Manufacturing Councils are intended to become the premier voice for Australia’s enthusiastic and innovative manufactures, and the
industry’s leading peer-to-peer network. Delivered in partnership with a proven executive mentoring organisation, AMGC’s advisory process
supports manufacturing leaders to efficiently grow their organisation and to create a purposeful roadmap to fulfil their vision.
AMGC Research has
found that
Grow Business: Research has proven that companies that network and
collaborate boost revenues by 8 per cent.
Solve Problems: With AMGC’s strong network and proven peer-to-peer
delivery model, Council participation leverages collective industry experience to
address business pinch points and challenges.
Lifelong Learning: The race for excellence has no finish line. Our exclusive
learning platform and best practice toolkits keep manufacturers at the forefront of
their industry.

Australian
manufacturers want
to connect and
collaborate with other
manufacturers. Yet
only 12% of Australian
manufacturers
currently collaborate
with other firms.”

Our proven program of peer advisory groups, executive coaching, and fast-paced learning provides lasting impact.
A membership to AMGC’s Manufacturing Councils gives you access to join a trusted circle of leaders who will help
you succeed.

Executive Peer Advisory

World Class Resources

❱ 12-half day meetings a year

❱ Fast-paced life long learning

❱ Confidential peer advisory board

❱ High calibre leader to leader network

❱ Led by highly trained Chairs and AMGC representatives

❱ Industry specific insights leveraging AMGC’s vast resources
and network

Learn more

Contact us

For more information about the Advanced Manufacturing Growth Centre,
please visit www.amgc.org.au

enquiries@amgc.org.au

